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WELCOME TO YOUR
THAMES TREASURE TRAIL
We hope you enjoy discovering some of
London’s secrets…

TEAM NAME:
START TIME:
FINISH TIME:

The route and directions are printed in italics below. Follow the directions and clues to find the answers! One point for
each correct answer. Ten bonus points are available for the team who complete their treasure hunt in the quickest time! If
your team get stuck on a question half-way round, or get a bit lost, fear not – for a further donation to the Family Holiday
Association of just £2, your team can ‘phone a friend’ in the form of the Blue Badge Guide helpers - just call 07801 025002 to
receive a clue! Good luck!
Starting point: City of London Tourist Information Centre by St Paul’s Cathedral.
You will be pointed in the direction of your first clue!
Q1:	Look up at St Paul’s, look down for the Queen; the writing’s on the floor. Nearly longest reigning, and with the sun
shining, when did she sit outside?
Say goodbye to the Queen, and ‘YO’ to the Dean – go to his Court.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q2: What are the night opening hours of the YHA?
Head towards the rising sun; look for the lamp post.
There is no lion, and no witch, but still you must go into the Wardrobe.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q3: When was the Wardrobe destroyed?
Find a Scottish Hill and go down it.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q4: Courage in the Cockpit? Who is barred from entering?
Find the Wardrobe Church and walk around it to reach an old Queen’s Street. Turn left, and walk towards the postbox.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q5: Search the railings to find the King who needed “…a horse, a horse…” and founded Arms.
Cross at the lights
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Q6: What was struck with synchronous lateral agitation?
Crossing the river, look west before heading south.
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Q7: What ‘dark cooking’ station stands above the river?
Continue over the bridge.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q8: Smile for the camera – in which building?
Eastward ho! Make your way along the bank.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q9: Red, yellow, green – who lived next to the Dean?

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q10: To be, or not to be… but I wonder when the season ends…?
Look for the steps
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q11: On the world-wide gates, which short-sighted fellow telling tales from the riverbank can you see?
Keep walking… don’t stop for pizza.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q12: Who sits between Italy and Greece?
To quote Shakespeare, ‘Exit into GARDENS, pursued by a BEAR’. All the way and turn left at the end, towards the bridge.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q13: In which year did The Rose unfold?
Go under the bridge to find the original Globe.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q14: What was used to cool down the man with ‘hot pants’ ?
Follow PARK, past the PORTER, past the Brewers. Turn towards the wine and go under the starlit arch.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q15: Chains ‘Clink-ing’, prisoners shrinking, but when did it burn down?
Stride on past the grizzly remains, past the ancient rose window.
She sailed the world in all weather; spot where the Drake and the deer come together.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Q16: They are steering the boat and singing off-key – when can you hear them?
Keep going, towards the Market, but look left.

________________________________________________________________________________________
Head straight upstairs at the pub to hand in this answer sheet – remember, there’s a prize
for the quickest team! Here you can claim your celebratory drink.
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Q17: For whom the bell tolls; Gower, Chaucer, Shakespeare… which building am I?
To Market, to Market, but left before the Fish. Follow the GREEN DRAGON; a glimpse of Whiskey Ginger
means it must be time for a drink! Take the steps up, find The Barrowboy and Banker and your journey is done.
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